
Mixing - DOORClean 
Contrate: 

Mix entire contents of bottle of 
DOORClean Concentrate with 
1 gallon of water in reusable 
bucket (included with Deluxe 
and Super Kits).

Remove Oxidation and 
Clean Doors: 

Dip scrubbing brush in 
DOORClean mixture and scrub 
door oxidation and dirt.
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Please read all Safety & Application instructions included with or printed on product 
labels.  Go to cityrestore.com/pages/instructions to view a quick “how-to” video. 
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PRODUCT: DooRestore

MIXING & APPLICATION
INSTRUCTIONS

Rinse and Repeat Scrubbing In Necessary: 

Use garden hose with nozzle to rinse thoroughly.  If using a 
power washer, avoid removing paint. 

Do NOT allow DOORClean to dry on doors. 
Rinse as you go.

Repeat scrubbing if necessary.  For tough water spots use 
a calcium remover such as CityRestore’s Extreme Prep and 
a citrus cleaner for marks and tape glue if necessary. 
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MIXING & APPLICATION
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Thoroughly Dry Doors:

Dry doors with lint-free towels.  We recommend micro-fiber cloth.

Open and Close Doors to make sure water is out of door seams.  
Wipe doors with a clean damp towel to remove water spots, 
streaks and oxidation.

Wipe doors with a clean damp towel to remove any remaining 
waters spots, streaks and oxidation.

Restore and Protect Doors:  

Wear protective gloves when applying.  
Spray DOORestore in small areas directly 
onto door, hardware and threshold.  Wipe 
small sections with applicator pad.

Works best when applied to cool 
doors and dries fast.  Work 
quickly and don’t allow 
applicator pad to dry out.

An 8oz Bottle each of DOORClean and DOORestore 
is enough product to restore typical “2 Car Garage 
Doors”.  Kits are available with product only or 
including all necessary applications tools (applicator 
pad, reusable bucket, cleaning brush, gloves).

DooRestore will restore sun-damaged paint, 
simulated wood, fiberglass, acrylics, plastics and 
metal, while also protecting with our UV block 
additive.  Use on Entry Doors, Metal Lights, Shutters, 
Road Signs and more.

DooRestore Product and Kits

Please read all Safety & Application instructions printed on product labels.  
Go to cityrestore.com/pages/instructions to view a quick “how-to” video. 
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